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Rozdělení americké armády White Hat v úterý zachytilo to, čemu

říkají „klonovací vědec“ z Deep State, který mohl pracovat v

podzemní klonovací laboratoři v Missouri, řekl zdroj z kanceláře

generála Erica M. Smitha Real Raw News.

Jak bylo uvedeno dříve, americké speciální jednotky 20. prosince

našly a zničily lidskou klonovací laboratoř v Missouri Ozarks. Před

zhroucením laboratoře zabavili počítačové věže, notebooky a
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holografický projektor.

Hardware, řekl náš zdroj, byl poslán do US Army Cyber   Command,

Fort Gordon, kde specialisté strávili posledních několik týdnů

usilovnou snahou proniknout do sofistikovaného šifrování, v jednom

případě s katastrofálním účinkem. Notebook se stal horkým na dotek

a poté se roztavil poté, co se personál pokusil obejít šifrování hesla.

Chemická analýza odhalila, že někdo natřel vnitřnosti termitovou

pastou a chytře odvodil způsob zapálení urychlovače pod nízkým

napětím. Specialista, který notebook předal, utrpěl popáleniny

druhého stupně na rukou a obličeji, uvedl náš zdroj.

"Ten počítač byl ztrátový, docela účinný mechanismus proti

neoprávněné manipulaci." Cyber   Command přijal další opatření a

úspěšně vytáhl pevný disk z druhého počítače. Měli přístup k

adresáři, ale téměř každý dokument a soubor je zašifrován šifrou,

kterou neprolomili,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Ať už si ochranu nainstaloval kdokoli, dopustil se do očí bijící,

neomluvitelné chyby: opomněl zakódovat složku Microsoft User

Account v kořenovém adresáři. Také zapomněli přiřadit aliasy

oprávněným uživatelům.

"Pro ně nedbalé, pro nás dobré," řekl náš zdroj. "Tři jména."

Dva ze tří jsou však mrtví. Jeden zahynul při „nehodě“ v dubnu 2021;

on a jeho vozidlo překonali úbočí útesu v Malibu a přistáli v rokli.

Druhý, dlouholetý počítačový inženýr ve společnosti Apple, zemřel

na „komplikace Covid“ v červnu 2022.

Přeživší uživatel, kterého armáda zadržela v úterý ráno, je 49letý

vědec německého původu, který získal doktorát z genetiky a

genomiky na Bostonské univerzitě. Po promoci pracoval sedm let v

soukromé biotechnologické společnosti se sídlem v Massachusetts,

pak zmizel ze sítě, dokud se jeho jméno znovu neobjevilo v počítači.
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Naše zdroje uvedly, že jejich jména a jméno biotechnologické

společnosti budou utajeny, dokud nebude dokončeno vyšetřování

Cyber   Command.

V současnosti neprozradil, jak White Hats vědce lokalizoval nebo

které vojenské prostředky ovlivnily zatčení, ale řekl: „Nyní mohu říci

jen to, že mluvíme o bohatém muži, který byl nalezen žijící pod svými

poměry, v chátrajícím... ložnicový apartmán. Jediným vozidlem

registrovaným na jeho jméno byla ošlehaná Toyota Corolla z roku

2001. Měl miliony dolarů."

Vědec je vyslýchán v bezpečném domě, dodal.

"Pokud zná umístění jiných klonovacích laboratoří nebo kdo byl

klonován, vypáčíme z něj ty informace," řekl náš zdroj na závěr.

(Návštíveno 53 583krát, dnes 641 návštěv)

 

I make over 13k a month w0rking part-time. I listened to different

humans telling me how a good deal of cash they may make online, so

I was determined to locate out. Well, it turned into all actual and it

absolutely modified my life. Everybody must try this job now by just

using this site.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 12 hours ago by Delavic

Until your personal lover-girl-clone reverted to security protocols

and made a eunuch out of you in the middle of the night.

Bobbitt, a porn star, had his detached member surgically re-attached

and even made a porn video afterwards.

The title of the video was (wait for it…) “John Wayne Bobbitt: Uncut”

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Actually, I believe ‘high-skilled’ clones and ‘skilled cloned soldiers’

are bullshit.

 
More than likely, Dipshit Joe represents the quality of clones

available from the Deep-State cloning labs. Saint Hillary reacting to

sudden bright lights and loud noises is another example, both of

them falling down stairs, struggling with simple tasks.

Last edited 47 minutes ago by Michael R Davis

I agree, I don’t think they are completely perfected quite yet, but it’s

around the corner…

Why a blow-up dolls when there are clones available. You are settling

for plastic , rubber and then there is silicone , forget that, FUCK a

clone.

That would take a lot of KY jelly.A clone is much more natural and

won’t fill up the landfills when done. I don’t think a clone wares out.

The clone does not have to be a slave. Whats wrong with you people?

Just treat clones as sexual objects, is that so wrong?

You could program her to love you long time and never talk back.

She could cook and clean when she wasn’t taking care of you. The

perfect relationship that your parents would love. The only problem I

see is what happens to a clone over time. Do they get old with you or

stay the same.

” Wonder ” are you kidding, you can count on it. That is one of the

first applications or programs that was performed by clones after

these clones were created or conjured up. ” Lets try this! “

Ask Britney Spears. She has spoken about this not so long ago.

Apparently they split the conscience. That is why Spears is so messed

up. She started saying things they didn’t want her to when her

conservatorship ended.
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I agree, I think she is a clone and her father was her handler. She

wanted out, so the news doesn’t say, but I think she might be the first

clone to get away from a handler going through court proceedings.

Can’t confirm, but I read she died in a car wreck her and Justin was

in, when she was starting out, and they needed to keep making

money off her, so they made a clone of her. I know sounds crazy, but

anything is possible at this point…

They do clone attractive people. Like Brittany. You couldnt program

them unless you know how to trigger and spin their gatekeepers and

alters.

A wise person learns from others, a smart person learns from his

mistakes, and a stupid person keeps repeating the same mistake over

and over. Delavic keeps repeating the same mistake of peddling his

scam on this site, over and over and over. Not only does this make

him stupid, but it puts him in the category of a stalker-like perso9n –

someone who is uncontrollably obsessive about some matter.

My fellow Texan, thanks for vouching for me, the real person from

SE Tx. Blessings,

My fellow Texan, thanks for vouching for me, the real person from

SE Tx. Michael knows it. Blessings,

In response, don’t say things that bring attention to the thought

police. A woman in England was arrested for praying inside her own

head, standing in front of a Baby Killing house. She was just standing

there, no sign no others were with her, she uttered no words at all.

Yet the so-called authorities asked her what she was doing, she was

Honest, and they arrested her.

 
Finally, it is better to be thought of as a Fool, than to open up your

mouth and remove all doubt . Know yourself, think ahead before you

speak. When it becomes a problem to pray to Your own God inside
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you’re own head, there’s a BIG PROBLEM.

( Try doing that to a MUSLIM is what I say ) He probably wouldn’t

go peacefully. Just saying…..

Well that would be a GOOD and smart Muslim. Why are Christians

NOT fighting the “state “, are they waiting for Jesus to do something?

Well Delavic and Rose Mary Abbott cares, and I care too. So you have

that WRONG, Jan.

LMAO!!!!!! I know a guy who took some dental medicine and then

began to tell the truth about all kinds of things. The dental assistant

was rather embarrassed.

Nice to get Dr. Frankenstein under interrogation. Hopefully he spills

the proverbial beans on all these satanic soulless assholes.

I heard they use scopolamine the burandanga or date rape drug all

the same thing. They been using it for a very long time but I first

heard it on a Roswell alien interview just released. There’s also other

torture and torment like if they don’t have that drug.

This is a huge step…This shrewd/smart guy obviously knew he had

got in over his head and has basically been living off the grid…They

give this guy ultimate protection from you know who and he is going

to spill the beans…

He probably wants to finally get it off his chest..and relieve the

everyday [24] hours pressure…Think about it…he had no one he

could trust or talk to for who knows how long…

There is a GOD…

Hoping this captured scientist reveals it all truthfully and will teach

the Generals for all other white hat fighters that this is real so that

they can better find all the clones, the labs and the other DS Cloning

master minds
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I’ve been thinking the same way…. Scientists may be entirely too

enamored with AI, & playing God with altering genetics, cloning,

believing the ‘over-population’ lie, or aligned with deep state. They

may be the most important group to go after….

Congratulations on the fresh insider knowledge. Hopefully he will

provide a font of new information to follow up on….. Welcome to

2023…..I trust the injuries will heal quickly….

I think that’s been proven quite strongly. I’d like to see the names of

the other high name clones they destroyed.

Oh wow, this just keeps getting better and better. Thank God these

people are being caught by the White Hats. I guess this man lived

beneath his means hoping not to draw attention to himself. God has

a way of exposing the truth one way or the other. I hope he tells

everything about the cloning labs. It would be in his best interests to

do so. He is definitely a traitor to this country. Maybe he can tell who

are clones out there and who are doppelgangers. I can’t wait to hear

more on this story. Good job White Hats as always and Michael

Baxter for your reporting. God bless America, our families, Donald J.

Trump and the White Hats.

Last edited 12 hours ago by Glenda

Ways to make him talk..

 ☆ Dangle him in front of a chipper shredder

 ☆Separate him from 3 hungry tigers and he is covered with raw

meat and a seasoning that the tiger like. Him dripping with his own

blood and there’s only a thin layer of chain link between him and

these Tigers.

 ☆Take him fishing and he is the bait on the hook and we’re going

shark fishing..

 ☆ Put him in a rubber raft with a slow leak cover him in chum and

leave a chum line 13 miles wide Surrounding the raft

 ☆ Give him a sex re-assignment operation
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against his will….And botch the operation.

☆ Act like you don’t know what you’re doing during the operation,

and then walk out of the operating room..

 ☆Open the door to the cage… Who let the Tigers out .!?…yikes!

better leave the building now…

How does the clone get energy? Is it adrenochrome? How long

between energy fixes from fix to fix? Are they doing something like

the movie AVATAR and put spirits into the clone bodies somehow?

Yes all of this utter bullshit is completely true. No proof, no evidence

of shit with lots of evidence that it’s not true but the hopeheads eat

this shit up like it’s better than crack, meth and fentanyl all

combined. Anything to keep them from having to get up off their

worthless asses and actually do anything. That’s all this site and ALL

of alt media is designed to do. Project Hopium= Operation Trust,

look it up.

We all need hope, but there is a difference between real hope and

hopium. Hopium is being told what you want to hear, like this site.

My hope is that if this site is true, then this will go public very soon,

though I’m not holding my breath.

Kill ’em all is right, this does seem like another Operation Trust, look

it up and you’ll see what he means.

“It’s easier to fool the people, than to convince them they’ve been

fooled” Ben Franklin

This site is very true blue. The families of the condemned may not

want the military, who are the ones running this site daily, to go

public. That’s why the public is never “allowed” to hear this truth

except through two “military” websites, RRN & AMG.

He is asking QUESTIONS , many of which should have been

answered by NOW. So why are you calling him a crack -head? That is

not right and you know it ,Lorinda
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There’s nothing Americans can or will do anyway. The majority are

too dumbed down into normy matrix consciousness to wake up and

coalesce into an effective movement to take their country back. Look

what happened on J6. America is no Brazil, France, Italy…or even

China. Too many leftist morons without a clue.

Brazil, France, Italy & China have waaaay more leftist morons

without a clue, than the USA could ever have.

You are WRONG about that. There are tens of millions of veterans,

militias, hunters, sheriffs depts. armed to the teeth all over this

country and that number could be MUCH higher. I think the

problem might be that these people aren’t really the type to take to

the streets for peaceful protesting. If these groups are forced to go

active/kinetic it’s going to get very ugly and deadly very fast and

knowing that these people are trying to avoid having to do this until

their backs are against the wall and they decide they no longer have

any other option. I just hope the group as a collective doesn’t wait

until it’s to late.

Not for the average Joe. My husband listens to the same news

channel he’s always listened to. He won’t change. Even if he was

open to change, he doesn’t have time to sit on a computer and dig for

real news. He only uses a radio for news when getting ready in the

morning driving to work.

This is the type of info that won’t be seen on MSM anywhere……

congrats Michael for telling us and to the WH for figuring it out!

SG Anon says the proofs will be seen. I don’t remember if he said

“soon” but it’s coming.

I posted the pelosi hanging on my fakebook page , expecting it to be

removed like some other articles posted there within the last 1 1/2

years or so , but has not been removed yet.. been a week…checking it

everyday…. still there today
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It is coming, Jesus has the proofs in a carry-out bag, when he gets

here we can see them , it’s been written , so they say.

I pray he tells all. So thankful to the White Hat Military for all they

have done and are doing. And you Michael for your reporting. We

pray God’s blessing, insight and wisdom for all of you.

They haven’t said who any of the 3 are. They are withholding the

names and the company until they have done their investigation.

Or he will be human compost by them time they’re done. Right now

it is legal in six states to use dead bodies as compost.

Ismael Perez is a clone . He came out of nowhere in the

metaphysical/galactic community. He talks a bunch of nonsense

mixed in with truth that others already know just to seem credible.

He said he’s a test tube creation. In other words the DNA don’t

match the parents. I wonder if the military has any galactic

historians? For sure new stuff just keeps on coming out of these

heavy hitters and too often they seek money as their only way to stay

in business. New age was said originally created to get money out of

rich people by inundating them with fantastic data. They are next

generation up from the previous psychics who had mass gatherings

and always said “I’m thinking of someone with the first initial M” or

use the person’s personality and say a phrase…all trickery of what I

don’t think is nice enough beings hiding out underground keeping

the earth vampire factory a secret.

I have been of the understanding that the Humanity as well as the

UNITED STATES and corporations have operations on Earth’s Moon

and Mars, and I have to say I do believe this to be ENTIRELY

plausible.

i get a real funky feeling from him. Sometimes i’m wrong about stuff

like that, first impressions. Not often tho’.
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No, there is something not right about him. Can’t listen to the half

truth half lies stuff.

He is an awakened star seed, a clone possibly of a different cosmic

origin , a clone of a different color perhaps or perhaps NOT.

Interesting………..

I’d like to know what they are getting out of that deep stater lady that

turned herself in.

I think it’s safe to say that the cloning scientist’s clone will hit the

ground running without missing a beat.

NO WAY !

 
The clone scientist is toast..

 
He will sing like a canary… As his fingers are broken one at a time,

 
Like in “Sharkey’s machine”

 
And he will cry like a baby…too

 
There is NO one to clone him..or who cares..about that hermit…

 
BTW,…his Millions are confiscated as of NOW !

His previous ratty digs will have been good training for his cell at

GITMO.

 
What good were all those millions anyway?

There you go again. So do you believe Michael Baxter or do you

believe the new clones that show up are the real deal instead?

“Living below his means” doesn’t fit the mold of either Democratic or

Republican.

They will break him eventually ECT erases memories so don’t use

that treatment.

That kind of stuff can happen. He got money and maybe is addicted

or something so stays in the slums for the next sex and the next

sex….what his landlord and neighbors say would be interesting to

hear.
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OWD I know it’s you and other disinfo agents that ‘down’ the good

poeple’s comments. Shame on your non caring selfish stupidity

MB, thank you for all you do. You are truly a hero to our great nation.

God Bless you and your family.

I have two questions for you. Please respond truthfully and honestly.

1 – Is there a cemetery in GITMO for those executed or are they

returned to their families for a respectable burial in their State?

2 – I read an article that you are anti-Trump. Any truth to this?

Exactly, are the families ever informed of their arrest/tribunal

execution? Or do they just vanish in the wind and the families file a

missing persons report?

 
Because some of these arrests took place when the family did not

know it, and wondered why did they just disappear (like Hunter,

Cuomo, Lynch and Bancel), or they were expected home for the

holidays (like Cheney, Fauci, Cardona and Collins) and they never

showed up. Any family would be asking questions and investigating

their disappearances.

 
The ones that knew they were being arrested/detained are Melinda

French Gates, the Barrett family (Amy is under house arrest) and the

Baldwins. Hilaria Baldwin just gave birth to her eight child, which

may mean she was pregnant at the time of Baldwin’s arrest and

execution. In her case, Alec’s doppelganger was there for her

Instagram photoshoots. and the other Baldwin brothers (Steven,

Daniel and William) are devastated that Alec is dead. And although

they know about their sister-in-law Kim being abused, they

 
possibly did not know how evil he really was (incesting Ireland and

paedophilia).

Sources say the scientist was not german at all but a highly decorated

officer of the Israeli Dicksucking Force who also has chink chimp

genetics in her background.
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“Julie”, you seem to be a real “pill”! I’m a retired Marine and would

never voluntarily embarrass myself like you do by such a public

(idiotic) comment! However, your comment is lucid with very few

grammatical errors.

Her suggestion is just as valid as any of the complete and utter

bullshit found here. Why do you belittle her. She gives just as much

proof as this website.

Julie is Billy Boy. Women do not talk like that. He loves to display his

handicap.

that devil’s breath drug would get information bank accounts

coordinates and personal treasures out of him and the guy would not

even remember giving or divulging any of it. it works better than s.p.

It is not logical that the military does not know this and use it. This

situation is a matter of life and breath for the entire world, so if any

of this reporting is true, well, if I was the boss of the whitehats, these

arrests with fast and furious military trials would be running 24-7.

The human problem is them, and not the general population, IN

EVERY CASE.

And for those that don’t know what that drug is, It is better know as

Scopolamine, Some really bad shhhstuff!!!

At this point, ‘white hats’ are grey hats at best. Seems like the grey

strategy is allow the DS to grow old and hopefully catch them at some

point.

at best…. i tried to tell the q tards here they were being played 6

months/ 1 year ago. drumper conned them quite well.

And you, the tardest tard of all, keeps coming back. Maybe you

should take a hike.

This is a huge step…This shrewd/smart guy obviously knew he had

got in over his head and has basically been living off the grid…They

give this guy ultimate protection from you know who and he is going
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to spill the beans…

He probably wants to finally get it off his chest..and relieve the

everyday [24] hours pressure…Think about it…he had no one he

could trust or talk to for who knows how long…

There is a GOD…

Sounds possible but what I’ve seen is men hiding in the slums

because they can get sex or drugs in those neighborhoods. He’s not

necessarily without a memory wipe so it’s hard to say, but I find it

unlikely someone walks out of such a place without memory wiping,

because they do that at Area 51 daily after work according to Bob

Lazar. So he might not remember he had any money.

Prayers for the injured person’s recovery.

German dude was hanging low. If the faulty brakes don’t get ya the

covid will. Some thanks the evil beings give to thier mad scientists.

][ have yet to discover how to break the Law of Gravity.

 
The thing about Ringing a Bell, is it can not be un-wrung.

 
Every last one of them will be caught, The Universe is witness.

THIS GUY IS LUCKY THEY FOUND HIM. HE KNEW THE D.S.

WAS LOOKING FOR HIM.( THEY KILLED THE FIRST TWO)

GREAT MOVE TO SAVE HIS OWN LIFE. HUNDREDS OF

MILLIONS IN THE BANK. HIDE IN THE HOOD. PRICELESS!

Why would the deep state kill 2 of their own scientist? Why would

they not instead fake their death to thwart anybody coming after

them for their crimes?

These scientists start living off-grid by order of the DS Handlers,

when and if the DS decides these scientists are a liability , the

scientists are deltwith accordingly. While living off grid they are still

” working ” for DS.
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Evidence of just how the beast who though he’s been crushed by the

Christ and is certainly not capable of being everywhere as the triune

God is APPEARS to be able to match that attribute of the most high

Rev.17:11…the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is

of the seven, and goeth into perdition…

 
-Cloning is an example of how the Beast,though not physically

present is able to manifest and exert destruction through those who

are part of his “set on fire of hell kingdom”.He has been loosed and is

being dispatched after an earthly manner along with his devoted

emissaries.Divine judgement first began on the corporate house of

God(the visible church)and now it is reaching around the earth.This

will both continue and intensify until my LORD and Christ returns

More like a dragon, or goat head guy… whatever it is just a body out

of genetic engineering skills.

Good Morning class.

 
Frankenstein was the Doctor, NOT the monster.

Look up the movie : ” ][sland of Dr. Moreau”.

 
This isn’t something new for it’s age.

“There is NOTHING new under the Su/on.”

Well , when Jesus does return , make sure he has that carry -out bag

with all the information folks want to see regarding the Tribunals

and other stuff that has been reported with out any evidence or

anything to substantiate the reports. Blind faith has not been

working out too well here on Earth, he should know that better than

anyone.

Cloning is one of a group of speculative suppositions given to us by

the White Hats for our Patriot belief system. No. I need more. Men

from Mars, tunnels of impossible lengths at impossible depths,

artificial intelligence and clones are presented to we, the awakened

ones, as articles of faith. I keep these “dots” in the shoebox on the

shelf. From time to time, I do curate some dots and endow them with
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the status of fact. But the world of belief has been ruined, first by the

Cabal and their Matrix, and now recently by those supporting our

Hero President. Likely, if attempts were made to establish cloning as

fact, I would mistrust and disbelieve. Reports, polls, studies, and

news are all dead to me. The world of belief has been ruined and my

tools to repair it are like tweezers and a dental pick. Nothing against

our proprietor, Mr. Baxter. I do want to know whatever it may be

that our White Hats want to tell us. But that does not mean that, for

secret purposes, it is not baloney. My most recent episode deals with

this as do many of the older ones. I have a red pen and a list of names

and I come here to cross them off.

Delenda Est Coniurati. The Cabal must be destroyed. wwg1wga

“I need more. Men from Mars, tunnels of impossible lengths at

impossible depths, artificial intelligence and clones are presented to

we, the awakened ones, as articles of faith.”

My thoughts exactly. For instance, “artificial intelligence” is

somewhat of a misnomer. What would be more accurate is

“simulated intelligence”, but this doesn’t sound as good. All these

things are is elaborate rules-based expert systems. These things will

NEVER become self aware. As for these tunnels, one can only go so

deep before the temperature becomes overwhelming. Also, getting

air into them is a complex undertaking, just as it is to vent any

unwanted gasses. And so on. And no, there is no one living on Mars.

Why? Because of the issues brought on by solar radiation, cosmic

rays, food, water, medical care, affects of living under reduced gravity

for prolonged periods of time and on and on. If one has the funds

needed to actually build something on Mars that can sustain life, you

would be a complete fool to use those funds in that way. You would

be much farther ahead using such funds on earth to improve things

here.
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Thank you, Donald, very much. We need to set an example for Red if,

as he says, patriots may mistake the struggle to tell the true from the

false as signs of recreational drug use.

The deep state always knew mars was blown up and can be a place to

go to live one day. They may have the 12 million or billion yrs of

earth history and know it was once a high level divine place. It’s like

treason on divine to go with AI is the most I can guess sounds

accurate.

Scientists are pretty confident that nuclear war happened on Mars,

they think there was two massive nuclear bombs that were exploded

in the high atmosphere of Mars. They know this from the presence of

radioactive isotopes discovered during somewhat recent Mars

landings , the first one in 1977. These isotopes are only produced by

nuclear weapons explosions. Dr. John Brandenburg a plasma

physicist has written a few books on Mars that you may find very

interesting and informative, you may want to look for these books.

Also just as a side, the Asteroid belt is believed to be the remains ,

debris of one , possibly even two planets that were destroyed in a

galactic planetary war possibly around the same time as the War on

planet Mars, and this is NOT science fiction, this is based on serious

research and investigation that is on going.

Need more info for people on why we never LANDED ON THE

MOON = the issues brought on by solar radiation make it impossible.

Amazing how many proffs.people think we made it.

I cannot speak for tunnels on Mars per say .As for tunneling

technology and that what you have spoken of , I would suggest you

look up an author and researcher named Dr. Richard Sauder, he has

written a few books on Underground and underwater Bases and

Tunnels , on their existence and the technology that is used to build

,them and this is not based on Blind faith, it is based on RESEARCH

and INVESTIGATION. Go check him out, this is very interesting and

fascinating stuff, you may be glad you did. Take Care
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Here are some Amazon reviews of his book:

1.0 out of 5 stars Useless book – Reviewed on September 19, 2011

This is a very worthwhile topic, and it would be great to see

informative books coming out on this topic. But Sauder’s book, alas,

is useless. The author is honest–he admits he has no personal

knowledge of the bases and has received essentially zero useful

information from insiders. (The only nuggets are that someone

descended 17 levels in a White House elevator and still did not reach

bottom, and that there is an underground base in California with 42

levels). Why write a book if you have nothing to say? All that Sauder

did is file a bunch of FOIA requests and receive government

documents of negligible utility. So he speculates on what might or

might not be. We all can do that, and we don’t need to fill up a book

with our speculations.

1.0 out of 5 stars SAVE YOUR MONEY!! This crackerjack box of a

book holds no prize – Reviewed in the on August 24, 2007

Credibility is EVERYTHING here. Who is this guy? Ph.D. in what?

From where? Out of body experiences ? Not a whisper anywhere that

I can find about his alleged scholarly credentials.. I’ve seen better

writing in a 6th grade newpaper.

A lot of weakly supported conjecture. If the govt really DOES have

this massive network of underground bases and wanted to keep it a

well kept secret- all they have to do is subsidize the printing of Bull

crap books like this..Sorry, Richard- I’m going back to my Stephen

King novels. Not impressed. I was hoping to find something to

substaniate this theory .

1.0 out of 5 stars Useless crap – Reviewed on November 10, 2005

Everything that’s in this poorly researched and written book is also

on his website. Save your money and just go to his website if you are

absolutely dying to know this stuff. Also, if you want to hear how
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much of a scam artist this guy is listen to one of his performances on

Coast to Coast. Apparently it is no longer en vogue to talk about the

underground reptilians, Sauder has apparently tried to up the ante

on David Icke with the nefarious “Ant People!” You seriously wonder

how guys like this were able to graduate and make it out of high

school.

1.0 out of 5 stars Paranoid Schizophrenia! – Reviewed on May 15,

2000

What a wierdo! Read his own description of the book…

“I was awakened from a sound sleep by a mysterious voice that

matter-of-factly told me: ‘The underground bases are real’ …I still do

not know whose voice I heard”

What does this sound like? A schizophrenic with delusions. Voices in

his head! No true facts whatsoever, just minor coincidences.

I am pretty sure you are wrong about beings living on Mars and

Earth’s Moon as well. But we will all know soon enough.

You know, when you finally see what you’ve been waiting for -then

you’ll accept the truth

Well clones , cloning technology has been around since 1938 , we

know of Dolly the sheep since 1995, so that supposition is not a

supposition other than the story published here at RRN, that you

allege is a supposition because you cannot accept the reality of

CLONING, a fact in real terms.

use enhanced interrogation,..

 
in other words torture the s*** out of that a****** and ring that,

information from him as soon as possible….

 
Then Hang him for his crimes against humanity..
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Exactly what I was thinking. We not fucking around here. Show him

some videos of other tradiors being hanged and shot.. He won’t stop

talking then.

There are, Wi will say….. Entities, that when they are spoken too, You

won’t have the ability to lie. Just like the Lasso, but with a gaze, a

look, Eye to Eye.

 
Biological Specimens that are very INTELLIGENT.

Oooohhhhh image what the Deep Staters are feeling about this?

White Hats are closing in. 2023 is the year of PAIN! Great work

Michael and our Great Military!

Hold on to all personal belongings grab your clonies by the hand.

Watch OUT the wave is heading your way! Let’s go waterboarding

guys. Just in timefor the new spring fashion line up. Dope on a rope!

Security must be at the highest level now. This person can ID all

clones etc. What a win for white hats!!!! Clones and body doubles

must be removed from the public view as fast as possible. Missing

individuals can’t be replaced as fast. Then things will get very

interesting. Go Gen. Smith and Cyber Command!!

Everyone,

 
Interview with Trump is on Revolver.

 
Good stuff.

God Yahweh, avenge us of our many enemies, embolden General

Smith and restore our land.

There’s gonna be no stoning, even – and I want to make this

absolutely clear – even if they do say Jehovah!

Ahh yes Comrad, we can do this the easy way for you or the fun way

for us. By the way have you ever been to Antarctica?
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They caught another big gear in the people making machine! I

suppose they “suicided” the other two cloners after their services

were no longer needed, or they were going to go states evidence..Way

to go white hats…

Quik question for him….

 
Has Trump been cloned and is compromised?

 
Even white hats want to know

ZEE you are projecting again, you are too obvious come back and

troll under a different screen name.

I believer the J6’rs have already been freed and this is just being

played up to keep the public angry. Just another psy-op.

Jan 4, 2022. I saw one this morning live on rumble.com ‘Dark

Oupost’ She was in an ankle bracelet and subpoenaed to go back to

court tomorrow from another state where she lived far away from

DC.

That does not prove people are not still being incarcerated and what

of the people that have been prosecuted and already sent to prison,

you have proof these folks have been released?

SHUT UP, LOSER!!! Do not call President Trump a traitor. he goes

after the traitors, like you.

All I’ve seen him do is appoint and support TRAITORS. Father of the

vaccine, promoted ventilators/remdesivir/opiates for hospital

murders, took 1 million dollars from Bill Gates and went from anti-

vaccine to pro-vaccine. Supporting the RINO TRAITOR Kevin

McCarthy. I could go on all day. Trump talks a good game and as

controlled opposition he did some good things to convince us he was

on our side but if you do a deep dive on him you’ll find he is not who

you think he is. He is owned and controlled by Israel/KM just like

they all are.
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I can’t help it if the TRUTH hurts your little feelings but I am

definitely not a bot and as an EX trump supporter I am no shill.

WAKE UP !!!

What a joke for our nation—Nancy is voting in the specker of the

house today again—So it would a good idea to go lock them all up

now during the vote—-to show the world the traitors are and stop

whit the BS wait and see shit-this BS madness is out of control–

There is NO nice or safe change of power.!!!—-People can handle it—

At this point people are confused and getting mad that NOTHING IS

GETTING DONE-!!! and the people will NOT stand up to fight back

or rise up-!!!!!!!!!–WE MUST HAVE OUR MILITARY TO REMOVE

THEM NOW—

The same people who wore masks for two years straight because a

senile pedophile told them to?

And the clowns still wear them! Just when, or what will it take for

these idiots to take them off? Who knew that there are that many

dipchits out there?

FUCK they are still taking the covid PCR tests ( cloning devices ) the

VAXX and the BOOSTERS, as people are dropping DEAD,

everywhere. DJT was still telling people to take the VAXX somewhat

recently, and they still pimp for DJT without question. It is called

idol worship. IDOL worship by some of the most sanctimonious and

pious religious postulates at this site. AMAZING!

People can tell they got no sicker or better with the masks. Unless

they wore them too much, they got sicker. Most people ripped them

off the minute they didn’t have to wear them.

Yeah. I never wore one at all. I was very clear on that right from the

start. Any place that demanded I wear a mask, I was going to leave.

Somehow it only happened one time. My father had an accident a

year and a half ago, followed by a knee-replacement, and I was doing

his rehab. So one time I walked him to a physio appointment to have
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the new knee checked and actually got kicked out while waiting for

him outside for not wearing a mask. This hysterical receptionist was

screaming at me about it, then I threw her little mask in the trash.

Then the cab we called to drive us back home also demanded I wear

one. My dad did, but I walked home.

 
It’s too insane and nonsensical for me. Sanity demands civil

disobedience! If we accept this we’ll accept anything.

ABSOLUTELY! If enough people pushed back , fought back ALL of

this shit would not have happened, but they listen to the jewnews,

90+ percent owned , operated and CONTROLLED zionist satanist

jew MSM. and these people still tune into the same msm today, they

are CONDITIONED.

THEY SHOULD NOT HAVE WORN THEM IN THE FIRST PLACE,

PERIOD. mandates are NOT law, they are NOT enforceable by law.

SO WHY THE FUCK DID PEOPLE COMPLY? because they are

MORONS, and they have been CONDITIONED to be MORONS.

And people are depending on our Military service members that took

the covid PCR tests ( cloning devices ) and the VACCINE KILL

SHOTS , mandated to them by that same senile criminal pedophile,

to save them and their Nation because they are too COWARDLY, to

get PROACTIVE and do something them selves because they are

watching the Show because DJT told then to.

if the US people are so pussified they will not stand and fight then

they SHOULD BE SLAVES. It will just be overtly accepted at that poi

nt.

if my comments disgust, perhaps it’s because you know they are true

and do not like it!

No, people don’t necessarily find comments disgusting becàuse they

are true. Lies evoke disgust too.
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shit, big daddy trump-bucks can’t even help out his J6 patriots with

some legal counsel? He abandoned them.

General Eric Smith is wrote up by Baxter as stating he has a plan. He

specifically said the thing he’s doing now is clearing out treason

among the ranks of white hats.

Maybe they aren’t treasonous to begin with and then over time the

deep state gets to them.

This is a big chess piece… OR a big piece of the puzzle…

 
He’s a scientist that gets paid for his work – no law broken except by

association.

 
There is no reason for him NOT to talk. He works for the US Gov’t.

and told to keep it on the low.

 
Now there are 16 biotech companies in Mass including ‘Moderna’.

 
The plot thickens – all in the family???

Except no. All of that is wrong. Working as a mad scientist for the US

Gov = working for Hitler, only about 1000 times worse.

Now is it??? Think here….

 
How did they find him? DoD data-base???

 
Searched all banks for his name & SS#???

 
Our Military is a branch of gov’t….

 
Choose your words carefully…

One thing that would be interesting if the military can have him spill

the beans on how these clones are created and what they do to create

them.

These clones are without Souls and no consciousness.

When life is created in the Womb and on the third month the baby is

given their soul from heaven. The delivery of the soul marking is the

upper lip indentation below the nose. Angel Gabriel is the distributor

of Souls from the Tree of Life.
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Please do not delete.

With respect, what is the source of your information. ?

 
The Bible, ?….which translation ?

 
What faith are you ?

 
Which church teaching ?

The sign of God we bear upon our lips. It is a mythology. I read some

interesting books on Soul Journey. The baby and God decide who

their parents are before they are born. We go through trials and

tribulations through our lives as a test. The Tree of Life is in the Bible

you can look it up.

Please do not delete. I am responding to their questions.

Where on God’s green earth did you get that?? That is definitely not

in the Bible and it is not true at all!!

Definition of safe house: a place where one may engage in secret

activities or take refuge. I consider interrogation of a high value asset

is secret activity.

Are you the real ? Or are you the Shill / Bot one who every day uses

this name and brags constantly how much money he’s making?

 
If you’re the real Delavic I suggest you call yourself i.e Real Delavic or

something else so that we can add the bot / shill to the list of baddies.

I am the real Delavic, living on fix income but proud to say, not

depending on any handouts from Uncle Sam but instead depending

on my sole provider; The Heavenly Father. Can I get a witness?

Blessings,

AND about the clones—-that’s just find it will stop when the military

steps in on TV and lock them up- then if another clone pops up show

it on TV as you lock it up to show the world of the traitors–CGI–

ACTORS–OR CLONES– don’t care—-lock them up now–stop with

the wait and see shit–WE all have gone through 200+F–n years of

the lies—-lock them up–
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the white hats are now grey hats at best. soon they too will be black

hats.

it’s the joos…

Neexistují žádné bílé klobouky a ano JSOU TO ŽIDÉ!!! Naneštěstí ti

hloupí kurva s vymytým mozkem se prostě nemohou obtěžovat

provést výzkum, aby zjistili, že je a jejich rodiny zabíjejí ŽIDÉ.

Je to opravdu smutné a ubohé. Dokonce i mé vlastní rodině jsou

vymyty mozky prostřednictvím jejich zkažených církví. Můžete vzít

koně k vodě, ale nemůžete je přimět pít.

 

 


